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TECHNICAL LITERATURE

A New Research Laboratory
This story starts in 1962 with the foundation of CEH

(Centre Electronique Horloger or “Watchmakers Elec-

tronic Center”). The bipolar junction transistor (BJT)

was 14 years old and had already replaced the vacu-

um tube in most electronic systems. A few years had

passed since the invention of the integrated circuit,

followed by that of the planar process by Swiss born

physicist Jean Hoerni.

The Swiss watch industry was flourishing, exporting

about 45 million watches per year for a total value of 1.4

billion Swiss francs. But it was undergoing a deep struc-

tural mutation from its traditional organisation based on

corporatism. The whole watch industry was of a fully

mechanical nature and most of the technical managers

had been educated as traditional watchmakers. Howev-

er, for several years, a very few visionary managers had

been watching the recent development taking place on

the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, in this strange new

domain for them called solid-state electronics.

Led by Gerard Bauer, the dynamic director of the

Federation of the Swiss Watch Industry (FH), a research

group representing the major Swiss manufacturers was

created, to evaluate if and how this new electronics

could once be applicable in some way to the wrist-

watch itself. Through the long existing LSRH (“Swiss

Laboratory for Watch Research”, founded in the 40’s for

research in all aspects of the mechanical watch), they

entrusted the Swiss Technical Universities with some

limited contracts to evaluate these possibilities. They

received rather negative conclusions, but however

decided that a new joint center would be created to

search for possible new watch systems based on elec-

tronics. After receiving enthusiastic support from Syd-

ney de Coulon, the general Director of Ebauches SA,

the powerful producer of all Swiss watch components,

they hired Roger Wellinger as technical Director to lead

the project. A Swiss electrical engineer, Roger had

spent 15 years in the USA, first as an Associate Profes-

sor of EE at Illinois State University in Urbana, then

with General Electric in Schenectady.

In 1962 CEH, the new joint research laboratory,

was founded in Neuchâtel by several organisations

representing most of the Swiss watch industry, with

a tentative global budget of 5 million Swiss Francs,

to be released year after year. The general mission

of CEH was to develop new time-keeping devices.

This goal was soon refined into that of developing

an electronic wristwatch, with at least one advan-

tage with respect to existing watches. No need to

say that, at that time, few people could imagine that

one of the main advantages would be a much lower

production cost for a better precision. 

There was no real market pull: most people were

happy with the precision of their automatic mechanical

watch. Some electrical watches had recently appeared

on the market, replacing the mechanical drive by an

electromagnetic actuator driven from a small mercury

battery through a mechanical switch. A French patent

was proposing to replace the switch by a transistor

(which was realized a few years later).  However, this

modest change did not bring much advantage, and

those approaches were soon abandoned.

The only really new wristwatch was the Accutron

that had been developed for Bulova by Swiss engi-

neer Max Hetzel. Based on a metallic tuning fork

oscillating at 360Hz and activated by a single transis-

tor, this revolutionary watch had been commercial-

ized in 1960. It was, however, still essentially mechan-

ical, with a complex wheel-ratchet system driving the

set of gears, and at a frequency too low to avoid

being affected by gravity.

The electronic quartz clock had already been invent-

ed by Warren Marrisson in 1928, and transistorized quartz

marine chronometers were just available. Their volume

was 1.5dm3, and their power consumption larger than

100mW. Hence a quartz wristwatch did not have to be

invented: it already existed as a system. The “only” chal-

lenge was to reduce its volume to less than 3cm3, and to

lower its power consumption by 4 orders of magnitude,

down to less than 10μW. This was the maximum accept-

able power consumption to ensure more than one year

of life for the 1.35V mercury button cell compatible with

the wristwatch volume. This new lab was initially lodged

just under the roof of the LSRH building in Neuchâtel

(Fig. 1). In May 1962, I was the very first electrical engi-

neer hired at CEH by Roger Wellinger.

Fig. 1: LSRH building in Neuchâtel, Switzerland. During its
first year, CEH was lodged just under the roof of the main
building at the left. It then moved to this wing, where the
process line was installed. 
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A Passion for Electricity
I was born in 1938 in Lausanne. As far as I can

remember, I have always been fascinated by electric-

ity. My grandfather was an electrical engineer work-

ing for a local power company. His cellar was a cave

of treasures, full of various discarded electricity coun-

ters. Back home, I used to take them apart, collecting

the various parts. Most interesting was the sub-mil-

limeter isolated copper wire of the coils. When I was

about six years old, my first applications for it were

220V in-house electrical networks. To connect the

meccano-made switches and light bulbs, I just had to

scratch the isolation at the wire end with my teeth,

bend it, and put it into the power plug. I learned the

hard way the meaning of closing an electrical loop

when I put my hands both sides of the switch!

Nobody seemed to be really worried by the number

of shocks I received during this early learning period.

However, my father (also an engineer, but in civil

engineering) finally decided that I should go to low

voltage and he mounted an old radio transformer in a

wooden box with just the 6.3V for filament heating

available from outside.

My education was in classical literature, with the

threat of “descending” to scientific if my results were

not good enough (so was the hierarchy of matters at

that time!). But I lost no opportunity to communicate

my passion to my classmates. When their presenta-

tions to the class were about poets and musicians,

mine were about electronic recording and electrical

transformers (with a demo based on a self-made high-

voltage transformer driven by a 4.5V battery chopped

by an electric doorbell!). Applications of Ohm’s law

were the subject of a summer technical contest for

which I built a series of demonstrators.

My interest soon concentrated on electronics,

which at that time was almost synonymous to radio.

At 14, I had built from scratch my first short-wave

receiver, winding the thousands of turns of the

2x350V high voltage and manually sawing and bend-

ing the aluminium plates to mount the components. I

passed my ham radio license at 18 and came “on the

air” with a self-made transmitter, with an output

power of 10W delivered by a Telefunken RL12P35

power tube (Fig. 2 shows a later version of my sta-

tion). This was my first contact with the USA and an

excellent opportunity to start practicing my school

English. I still feel the excitement of waiting for an

“opening” of the 10 meters band to contact American

or Australian stations as if they were next door! With

the Internet, the excitement of distant communication

is lost nowadays, but at that time it was achieved with

nothing more than my homemade rig.

I received my technical education from the “Ecole

Polytechnique de l’Université de Lausanne” (EPUL,

that later became EPFL, the Swiss Federal Institute of

Technology), where the only professor of electronics

was Roger Dessoulavy. I watched him as a god until

I could finally attend his courses, during the 4th and

last year. Most of the course was based on the vacu-

um tube, with just two sessions devoted to the tran-

sistor. Upon my request, my diploma project was part

of a transistorized A/D converter. I then spent one

year as a research assistant, working in the ancient

gardener’s house of EPUL and helping to speed up

this converter to audio frequencies. That’s where

Wellinger found me and asked me to join his new

team. We moved to Neuchâtel with my young wife

Monique. She was going to provide me with an essen-

tial support all along my career.

Initial Research Period
My very first task was to demonstrate that a quartz

clock could be operated with the power consumption

compatible with a wristwatch. I delivered a demon-

strator (Fig. 3) that combined an oscillator circuit with

a 10kHz commercial quartz, followed by 4 divide-by-

ten stages, in order to reduce the frequency down to

1Hz. These dividers were synchronized astable multi-

vibrators using 2N1711 planar bipolar transistors pro-

duced by SGS that exhibited a large current gain

much below the microampere level. All of the elec-

tronics was consuming less than 10μA at 1.5V. But the

display was a commercially available electric clock

using a stepping motor and consuming more than

1mW. With this simple demonstrator on the table,

Roger Wellinger had his 1.8 million franc budget for

1963 accepted by the board of directors. The real work

could start, but experienced engineers were needed.

Roger was a very enthusiastic and visionary man-

ager. Using all possible means, he was able to con-

Fig. 2: At my homemade ham radio station HB9VZ in 1959.
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vince a bunch of talented Swiss engineers emigrated

in the USA to abandon their interesting and promising

jobs to come back to Switzerland and bring their

experience to CEH. Among them, Max Forrer left

General Electric in Palo Alto to lead the circuit and

system section (he became my direct boss for the next

27 years!), and Kurt Hübner came to lead the micro-

electronic section with his 5-year experience at the

Shockley Semiconductor Lab. The real work then

started on four parallel paths.

Most essential was the building-up of an in-house

IC facility, and the development of a process adapted

to low voltage and very low power. Although the first

functional MOS transistors had already been pub-

lished, it was decided to start concentrating on the

more traditional bipolar process. A fully operational

facility, including a mask shop, was installed in the

west wing of the LSRH building (Fig. 1).

The second activity was the search for an adequate

time base. The goal was to obtain a precision better

than 10ppm (corresponding roughly to 1 second per

day) at a frequency lower than 10kHz, to limit the

power needed for frequency division. The size of

existing quartz resonators at this frequency was much

too large, and experts in the field pretended that there

was no way to reduce it without drastically reducing

the quality factor. Hence we first searched for various

types of metallic resonators combined with piezo-

electric or electromagnetic transducers. We even eval-

uated a statistical time base using alpha particles emit-

ted by a radioactive source. 

But none of these approaches ended successfully.

It is the merit of Armin Frei, another Swiss engineer

repatriated from the USA, to have attacked and solved

the problem of reducing the size of a sub-10kHz

quartz resonator. Against all odds and predictions, he

was finally able to mount a miniaturized 8192Hz

quartz oscillating in flexural mode in the vacuum of a

small metallic package (Fig. 4).

The third activity was a search for an adequate dis-

play system. The LCD did not exist yet and the LED

had just been demonstrated. It was decided to rely on

electromechanical solutions, by taking advantage of

the matchmakers’ skills in micromechanics. Various

schemes were evaluated, using electromagnetic and

piezoelectric actuators. Two electromagnetic solutions

were finally retained for the first prototypes.

The fourth activity was in electronics, essentially

evaluating different frequency division techniques. I

was mostly involved in this development; hence, I

can describe it with more details.

The planar technology was very novel, only able to

combine just a few components per chip. The rate at

which this number could be increased was uncertain.

No low-power process was available yet, and we did

not discard the possibility to build the first watch by

using discrete components. Therefore, our first aim

was to minimize the number of components, and we

started by looking into all kinds of analog division

techniques.

One possibility was to use synchronized relaxation

oscillators (Fig 5a). I tried various schemes, including

one based on the tunnel diode (that was considered

a very promising device at that time). Another scheme

consisted in the step-by-step accumulation of some

quantity until a threshold would be reached (Fig. 5b).

I first tried to accumulate magnetic flux in a tiny

toroidal magnet (of the kind used for computer mem-

ories at that time), but the energy per cycle was too

high. A better solution was to accumulate a charge in

a capacitor, in a kind of switched capacitor integrator,

combined with a discharge circuit made of comple-

mentary BJT’s. A hybrid version of a single divide-by-

eight stage mounted in a TO5 package was presented

at the 1964 International Congress of Chronometry

Fig. 3: Microwatt clock demonstrator. 

Fig. 4: First prototype of 8192Hz small size quartz res-
onator developed at CEH.
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(where CEH was asked to be present, although we

were normally supposed to keep our results secret!).

It is during this period that I made my first visit to

the USA, to attend the ISSCC’64 that was still held in

Philadelphia. During an evening panel on “Minimum

power solid-state devices and circuits”, I was asked by

a friend of Wellinger to say a few words about our

work for an electronic watch. As I can remember, this

idea was considered foolish, if not impossible! This

trip was also a fantastic opportunity to visit a number

of companies and universities and to meet personali-

ties whose famous names were associated with the

incipient semiconductor technology.

Analog solutions were indeed limiting the number

of components, but the maximum possible dividing

ratio was limited by the precision of these compo-

nents. No more than a factor ten per stage could be

expected, even less with the intended integrated ver-

sions. So I looked for an analog solution that could

provide a very large divider ratio even with low-pre-

cision components. This was based on a phaselock

loop as illustrated by Fig. 6. 

The loop was made of a low frequency VCO (astable

multivibrator) followed by a pulse shaper, the output p

of which sampled the high frequency input. The result

was held by a second order filter that produced the volt-

age vc controlling the VCO frequency. The phase of the

VCO could be locked to that of the input signal for any

frequency ratio N = fin / fout that was keeping fout inside

the hold range of the loop. The divider ratio was con-

trolled by the initial condition imposed to the loop (and

stored in its filter). The hold range could be made large

enough to compensate for even a large error in the nat-

ural frequency of the VCO. The maximum possible ratio

N was limited by the jitter of the VCO. Indeed, this jitter

was producing a phase noise proportional to N, thus a

probability of unlocking increasing with N.

A breadboard implementation of this divider (which

became the subject of my Ph.D. thesis) is shown in Fig.

7. Without the oscillator, this divider contained only 3

bipolar transistors, 4 discrete MOS transistors fabricated

at CEH and a few resistors and capacitors. A frequency

ratio as high as 1000 could be obtained by means of just

a few low-precision components. Consuming a few

microamperes at 1.35V, it stayed in lock during the year

needed to write my dissertation. This project was a lot

of fun. It was an opportunity to learn about nonlinear

and discrete-time systems, and it made me love the sub-

ject of PLL. But the reliability was definitely not suffi-

cient (risk of loosing the ratio) to consider a mass pro-

duction of watches based on this approach. Fortunate-

ly, in the meantime, our in-house process develop-

ments were sufficiently advanced to consider using a

cascade of integrated binary dividers instead.

The first binary divider that we developed in 1966

(Fig. 8) was a modified version of a circuit found in the

literature, itself a transistor implementation of the T-

Flip-Flop used with vacuum tubes. The idea of current

mirrors had not been proposed yet, and neither was

the implementation of lateral pnp’s (although both

ideas seem so obvious a posteriori, like so many great

ideas!). Hence, high-value resistors were the only avail-

able way to reduce the power.  They were implement-

ed by using the base layer, pinched between emitter E

and collector C. Their maximum frequency of opera-

tion was thus limited by a large distributed capacitor

and could be maximized by letting the E and C layers

unconnected (floating). Implemented with our 10

Fig. 5: Analog frequency division techniques; (a) Relax-
ation oscillator synchronized by pulses; (b) Step by step
accumulation.

Fig. 6: Principle of phaselock loop frequency division. 

Fig. 7: Experimental phaselock loop frequency divider. It
includes a 8kHz oscillator based on an early quartz prototype.
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micron bipolar process, this divider could operate up

to 5kHz for a current drain of 1μA.

Circuit simulators did not exist yet, so circuits had to

be verified on a breadboard before integration. All para-

sitic capacitors were extracted manually from the layout,

but these were of course smaller than those associated

with the breadboard itself. To circumvent this problem,

the value of all extracted capacitors was multiplied by a

large factor (typically 1000), whereas the frequency was

reduced by the same factor. The dynamic behaviour of

the integrated version could then be predicted with good

precision. We used this simulation technique during

many subsequent years, until circuit simulators and tran-

sistor models at very low current were finally available.

It is this integrated frequency divider that was used

in the first prototypes of the electronic watch.

The First Quartz Wristwatch1

The efforts of the various groups at CEH came to con-

vergence with the realization of two different prototypes

of the quartz wristwatch (Fig. 9). Both used the 8192Hz

quartz cantilever developed by Armin Frei, driven by a

symmetrical negative resistance circuit. Prototype Beta 1

needed 13 stages of binary division followed by some

logic to drive the moving coil of a 1Hz stepping motor.

In order to reduce the power consumption, prototype

Beta 2 had only 5 stages of division. The 256Hz output

was driving an electromagnetic resonant motor, with a

ratchet driving the train of wheels. In 1967, ten of these

prototypes were presented at the Neuchâtel Chronome-

try Observatory where they pulverized all previous

results. They were then disclosed to our unsuspecting

shareholders in a memorable technical seminar. 

The industrial production was organized by CEH in

collaboration with several interested watch compa-

nies. It was decided to start from the Beta 2 prototype

to ensure a battery life longer than one year. All the

circuitry was integrated on a single chip, under the

responsibility of Raymond Guye. This very first large

scale integration circuit for a watch (Fig. 10) com-

bined 110 components (NPN transistors, high-value

diffused resistors and junction capacitors) in an area

of 8.7mm2, and was consuming 12μA at 1.3V. Several

other modifications of the watch prototype were

introduced to realize the industrial version (Fig. 11)

that was named Beta 21. An electronic module was

supporting the quartz (not visible in the picture), the

plastic encapsulated chip, and an adjustable trimmer

capacitor for fine frequency adjustment. The latter

became the source of many problems and would have

to be eliminated in the future. The components were

fabricated by several Swiss companies, but the circuit

was produced by CEH in the IC facilities of its micro-

electronic division. A total of about 6000 units were

delivered, and sold under different Swiss trade names.

I personally made very few direct contributions to

the development of this first industrial product.

Indeed, since 1967, and in parallel with the drafting of

my Ph.D. dissertation, I was involved in the very early

development of low-voltage CMOS circuits.

Pioneering Low-Voltage CMOS Circuits
While most CEH collaborators were busy working on

the first watch prototypes, Fritz Leuenberger was

Fig. 8: First binary frequency divider. 

Fig. 9: First prototypes of quartz wristwatch developed by CEH.

Fig. 11: Beta 21, module of the first commercial watch
developed at CEH. 

Fig. 10: First LSI circuit developed for a wristwatch.
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developing a low-voltage CMOS process. Fritz had

joined CEH after working in the semiconductor

department of General Electric in Syracuse. Following

the key paper of Wanlass and Sah at ISSCC’632, and

strongly supported by Max Forrer, he started devel-

oping low-threshold P-channel devices (a few of

them were used in my experimental PLL frequency

divider) before working on a low-voltage CMOS

process. In 1968, he had assembled a perfectly work-

able process3. The n-well was obtained by chemical-

ly etching the p-type silicon substrate and epitaxially

refilling it with n-type material. The surface was then

smoothed by mechanical polishing. A molybdenum-

gold sandwich was used for the gates (and intercon-

nections) to obtain a low threshold voltage for both

types of transistors.

I was asked to design a frequency divider in this

new process. A circuit based on transmission gates

had been presented at ISSCC’674, but its topology was

not suited to group P and N channel devices in two

distinct areas. Instead, I carried out a direct Huffman

synthesis of the divide-by-two function. The resulting

logic equations were implemented by means of two

2-level gates and two inverters (Fig. 12), requiring a

total of 16 transistors (after merging some transistors).

I drew the layout, and Fritz successfully fabricated the

circuit. We measured a current consumption of

10nA/kHz at 1.35V, about 20 times less than the bipo-

lar dividers used in Beta 21. Since the maximum fre-

quency at this low voltage was still about 200kHz,

it became possible to increase the frequency of

the oscillator and thereby reduce the size of the

quartz resonator. This frequency was later fixed at

32kHz and is still used nowadays in most elec-

tronic watches.

In 1970, Fritz and his team had developed a new

CMOS process in which the lightly doped p-well was

obtained by solid-to-solid diffusion of boron in a

closed capsule. Standard aluminium gates turned out

to be sufficient to obtain a threshold voltage of about

1 volt for both types of transistors. Our first CMOS LSI

watch circuit was integrated in this new low-voltage

process.

This experimental circuit included the first realiza-

tion of digital frequency tuning. The goal was to elim-

inate the trimmer capacitor. Instead of adjusting the

frequency of the quartz oscillator, the basic idea was

to adjust the ratio of the frequency divider. The oscil-

lator could then be optimized for a single frequency,

its stability was not degraded by a trimmer capacitor

and less precision (but no less stability) was required

for the quartz.

We found that the most practical solution was to

implement an inhibition circuit between the oscillator

and a fixed-ratio divider (Fig. 13)5. In this scheme, the

frequency of the oscillator is slightly increased, so that

its exact value due to spreading is always larger or

equal to 215 Hz. Fine-tuning is obtained by eliminat-

ing the adequate number of pulses delivered by the

oscillator within each adjustment cycle, before they

enter the divider. With 20 binary stages, the adjust-

ment cycle was 1/32s and the average frequency

could be adjusted to within 1ppm. The inhibit circuit

was controlled by a 7-bit word, providing 128 ppm of

adjustment range.

Of course, the adjustment word must be specific to

each device, since it depends on the exact frequency

of the oscillator. It must therefore be stored in a mem-

ory. The content of the memory must be kept when

the battery is changed, but no E2PROM was available

at that time. Hence, for this first experimental system

called Beta 3, the memory was a set of very simple

small switches. But various other solutions were later

evaluated, until CMOS compatible E2PROM became

finally available.

The whole circuit (that did not yet include the oscil-

lator, because CMOS was still considered too crude to

implement analog circuits!) contained approximately

500 transistors. Since no computer aid was available,

the layout was drawn with colour pencils on a large

sheet of transparent graph paper (on the back side of

the paper to avoid removing the frame when erasing

for corrections!). The layout scale was 1000:1 for the

various blocks and was 200:1 for the overall drawing.

Fig. 12: First low-voltage CMOS frequency divider.

Fig. 13: Principle of digital tuning and its first experimen-
tal on-chip implementation. 
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Layout rules had to be carefully respected at each step

of the drawing, since remaining errors required the

complete erasing of large layout areas.

No computer assisted the mask making either. The

first step was to report each mask on a special sand-

wich of red and white plastic called Rubylith. The red

layer was manually cut on a coordinatograph accord-

ing to the pattern, and manually peeled. Although all

divider stages were identical (with only one layout),

their cutting and peeling had to be repeated 20 times.

Most critical was the mask for the contact holes. For

some reason, the Rubylith had to be a negative so that

each of the 1000 contact holes (2 per transistor since

this was a metal-gate process) corresponded to a 2 by

2 millimeter square of red layer left on the white

background. They had a natural tendency to peel

away by themselves, so the final control was a real

nightmare! But the masks were successfully finalized,

and the circuit did work at first silicon, with a current

consumption of 0.45μA at 1.5V.

It should be noticed that the chain of divider stages

is asynchronous, with the advantage of consuming just

a little less than twice the first stage alone. But the tim-

ing of the inhibit signal fed back from the end of the

divider is totally random with respect to that of the

pulses delivered by the oscillator. Therefore, the inhi-

bition circuit was designed to operate properly, inde-

pendently of the order of transition of these two logic

signals. However, this turned out to be insufficient.

Indeed, detailed measurements made by the customer

of a subsequent implementation showed that the cir-

cuit stopped operating correctly just within a very nar-

row range of temperature (less than 1 degree Celsius).

The problem was traced back to the fact that, at this

particular temperature, the transitions were exactly

simultaneous. This unexpected situation had not been

considered in the synthesis of the inhibition circuit,

which was later corrected. This example illustrates the

difficulty of implementing asynchronous circuits, even

simple ones. It also shows the necessity to analyze

them in detail, and not only simulate them.

The first industrial application of digital tuning was

developed for Complication SA (owner of the Piaget

brand), with a special 524kHz resonator developed at

CEH by Jean Hermann. Since no non-volatile memo-

ry was available yet, it was decided to store the

adjustment word in a RAM and to extend it to 14 bit.

We had developed a new system, called Beta 4, in

which the adjustment was made automatically by the

watch. Three pulses separated by exactly one second

were injected into the watch by magnetic coupling.

This reference was used by the watch circuit to gen-

erate the adjustment word. I can still remember the

semi-discrete experimental system covering the whole

surface of my test bench, including two elementary

coils providing the coupling (but I have unfortunate-

ly made no photograph).

The final product came to the market in 1975 and

included a control box (available at the retailer’s

place). The watch was placed on this box before

pushing a button, and two seconds later its frequen-

cy was adjusted within 1ppm. A special very small

size battery had been added to keep powering the

RAM while the main battery was changed. As techni-

cal designers of the systems, we were disappointed to

discover that the company never advertised its origi-

nality. “You do not want to look inside the belly of a

beautiful girl” was their answer!

In the early 70’s, we kept working on improving

the most basic blocks of the watch, the frequency

divider. It was not yet clear whether low-voltage

CMOS circuits could be produced in large quantities.

Thus, with my colleague Jean Fellrath, we started

exploring the possibility to use purely digital binary

dividers based on BJT NAND gates. Since the most

simple known configurations required 6 gates, I built

a specialized computer based on TTL circuits, which

was searching all possible configurations of n gates

for a possibly simpler divider-by-two. The machine

found a 4-gate structure that just required the control

of a race between two gates6. We were trying to

implement it by means of the recently published Inte-

grated Injection Logic (I2L) when the project was

abandoned in favour of CMOS solutions. And I later

found my “new” circuit in the literature!

Our existing CMOS divider cell was driven by com-

plementary input variables and was therefore sensi-

tive to a possible race between them. With my col-

laborator Walter Hammer, we decided to search for

race-free structures (meaning that no two gates transit

simultaneously), with the goal of increasing the

robustness of the frequency divider and possibly

reducing its power consumption. It also meant that

such structures would have a single input (or would

be what was later called “single-clock circuits”), and

that correct operation would be ensured independ-

ently of the relative speed of the various gates.

But at first we had to give a precise definition of a

logic gate, the elementary building block of all

sequential circuits. We came to the following defini-

tion7: a logic circuit is a gate if, and only if, it can be

modelled by a single-output delay-free combinatorial

circuit followed by an inertial delay (that filters out

any pulse shorter that the delay value). A gate has

therefore no internal memory. A two-level gate can be

implemented in CMOS by means of series/parallel

combinations of transistors. But it ceases to be a gate

if one input is delayed by more than the output delay

(such an input delay might be due to a higher thresh-

old value, or to some delay in the input connection).

An inverter is of course always a gate, but a cascade

of 3 inverters cannot be considered as a single gate.

Using this definition, I carried out a computer syn-

thesis of all race-free divider blocks possible with a
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given number of gates. The computer was the IBM

1130 of the University of Neuchâtel that was fed by

punched cards. I was coming in the evening with my

stack of cards, retrieving the result the next morning.

It took me many days until my FORTRAN program

was debugged, but finally I got the results, which is

still valid to-day: only one 4-gate race-free divider-by-

two is possible whereas 9 solutions exist with 5 gates.

The best of these 10 possibilities is the 5-gate struc-

ture illustrated in Fig. 14. 

The five gates and their interconnections are

defined by the five equations (or rather logic implica-

tions). The input variable is I, each internal variable A

to E is produced by a gate (D and E by simple invert-

ers), and the gates are interconnected according to

the set of equations. The corresponding graph of tran-

sitions shows that no more than one variable tends to

transit from any given state; hence there is no race

between variables. The sequence of stable states

shows that each variable transits at half the input fre-

quency and may thus be used as output of the divider

stage. This circuit was integrated experimentally in a

5μm silicon gate process that had been developed in

the meantime8 (Fig. 15). At 1.35V, it was consuming

only 1.2nA/kHz, thus about 10 times less than the

previous realization. A maximum frequency of 2MHz

made it possible to use higher quartz frequencies for

special products, such as the Beta 4 mentioned previ-

ously. The process itself was running on a pilot line,

producing a limited quantity of industrial circuits.

The asynchronous divide-by-two cell is the most

elementary non-trivial sequential circuit, and comput-

er synthesis of race-free solutions was not applicable

to more complex cells. But our younger colleague

Christian Piguet later developed a methodology appli-

cable to various types of cells, including D and JK

flip-flops9.

Returning to 1972, an important contribution was

brought by my senior colleague Henri Oguey. After

developing display motors, Henri had been very

active in the industrialization of Beta 21. Returning to

circuit design, he joined our project on new CMOS

frequency dividers. He soon pointed out that among

all the transistors of a sequential circuit, only some are

active to change the output state of each gate, by

charging or discharging the output capacitor. The oth-

ers are just needed to maintain established states

against leakage currents. They are therefore not nec-

essary if the frequency is high enough.

I formalized the idea10 and immediately tried it on

my new divider. I pulled the non-necessary transistors

out of their sockets in my breadboard simulator.... and

the divider kept working. As illustrated in Fig. 16, the

Fig. 14: Race-free divide-by-two cell. 

Fig. 15: First integrated race-free frequency divider.

Fig. 16: Transformation of the static circuit of Figure 14
into its dynamic version. Each transistor is represented
as a circle, with the name of the variable driving its gate.
Only transistors shown in red are needed in the dynam-
ic divider. 
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static circuit of 22 transistors was transformed into a

dynamic version of only 10 transistors (the inverters

were not needed any longer, since the transistors driv-

en by them had been removed). Since the total capaci-

tance to be switched was reduced, the power con-

sumption was reduced by about one half. The photo-

graph shows that the dynamic circuit (D/2) is about half

the area of the static version (S/2). A dynamic divide-

by-three cell (D/3) proposed by Oguey11 is also shown.

A semi-dynamic version was also developed by

exploiting the fact that the short duration of the input

signal could be propagated down to low frequencies

by using A as output variable driving the next stage. I

later carried out a systematic synthesis of race-free

dynamic divide-by-N blocks up to N=6. We then

extended the idea of race-free dynamic CMOS to

other logic blocks, including D, T and JK flip-flops.

Pioneering Weak Inversion for Analog CMOS
Most of a watch chip area is occupied by digital cir-

cuits. But the most critical part, the quartz oscillator,

is indeed an analog circuit. To respect the power lim-

itations, transistors had to be biased at unusually low

current levels below 1μA. The result of my first meas-

urement of a MOS transistor at very low current is

shown in Fig. 17. 

This was in April 1967. The transistor was a P-channel

device fabricated in 1966 by Fritz Leuenberger, with a

threshold of about 1 volt. I was deeply surprised to dis-

cover that, when the gate voltage was reduced below its

threshold VT, the transfer characteristics were nicely

exponential across more than 5 decades of drain current.

There was no explanation in the literature, since the tran-

sistor was always characterized by a square law behav-

iour. So we painfully started trying to model this strange

behaviour. With my colleague Jean Fellrath, we were

struck by the similarity with the BJT and very excited by

the possibility to implement analog schemes developed

for BJT’s, but with a device needing no control current.

Jean started with a known current reference (Fig.

18a), in which the size ratio K between two N-chan-

nel transistors is compensated by the building up of a

voltage across a resistor. On this basis, I developed an

amplitude-controlled quartz oscillator (Fig. 18b). In

this circuit, the oscillation voltage at the gate of the

active transistor of the oscillator is filtered out (by a

non-critical RC filter) at the gate of the K-time larger

device, whereas both transistors share the same DC

component. As the amplitude of oscillation increases,

the bias current delivered to the oscillator decreases,

until equilibrium is reached. Later, the resistor shown

in green line was added to limit the start-up current,

and the oscillator was separated from the regulator for

more flexibility. I am still very proud of this circuit

that, with these modifications, has become a standard

in watch oscillators. 

While we were developing and testing other cir-

cuits exploiting these exponential characteristics, sev-

eral authors were publishing models to describe this

“weak inversion” or “sub-threshold” behaviour of

MOS transistors (that appears as a DC leakage current

in CMOS digital circuits). Most remarkable was the

paper by Swanson and Meindl12. Indeed, not only did

the authors bring important improvements in model-

ling weak inversion, but they also showed that digital

CMOS circuits could operate in weak inversion at a

supply voltage as low as 200mV. But the correspon-

ding maximum frequency was so low that the idea

was forgotten for the next 30 years!

We put together these various publications, and

developed our own simple model that was directly

applicable to hand-design (Fig. 19). The width-to-

length ratio was originally not included inside current

ID0. This current was later decomposed in the EKV

model, showing its exponential dependency on the

equilibrium threshold voltage VT0. This model

includes several features that were kept in later

developments leading to the modern EKV model: the

source-drain symmetry is preserved by defining the

various voltages with respect to the (local) substrate,

and a slope factor n is introduced to characterize the

reduced effect of the gate voltage. It  also emphasizes

the similarity with BJT’s. Indeed, it corresponds to the

Ebers-Moll model of a BJT with no base current. But

Fig. 17: First measurement of a MOS transistor at very low
current (annotated copy of my notebook).

Fig. 18: Analog circuits exploiting weak inversion: (a) Cur-
rent reference borrowed from BJT design. (b) Amplitude-
controlled quartz oscillator.
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the MOS transistor is a 4-terminal device, with the

gate voltage controlling what would be the specific

current of the BJT. 

The model and our various circuits were presented

at ESSCIRC’7613, followed by an extended version in

our seminal paper of 197714. I still remember that,

after giving the ESSCIRC paper, a comment from the

floor did seriously question the reliability of analog

circuits based on the “leakage current” of transistors.

Of course, weak inversion is not a leakage current. It

is a well-controlled mode of operation that is only

slightly dependent on process parameters. Circuits

operating in weak inversion have since been pro-

duced by hundreds of millions for applications in

watches. 

As already mentioned, all circuits were simulated

on a breadboard, after scaling up the values of cir-

cuit capacitors to render those of the breadboard

negligible. This approach posed a special problem

for simulating quartz oscillators, because no electri-

cal circuit could simulate the very high quality factor

Q of the resonator. While debugging and optimizing

the oscillator of Beta 21, I had developed a special

technique to solve this problem. It was based on the

fact that with such a high Q, the exchange of ener-

gy between the circuit and the resonator can only

take place at the fundamental frequency. The non-

linear circuit, including the non-motional part of the

quartz resonator, was measured by injecting a sinu-

soidal current. The resulting voltage was filtered (by

means of a band pass filter precisely tuned to the

measurement frequency) to obtain the amplitude

and phase of its fundamental component. The result

was then divided by the value of the injected current

to obtain the circuit impedance for the fundamental

frequency Zc(1) (Fig. 20).

This is a very powerful technique15, capable of sim-

ulating not only the amplitude of oscillation, but also

the precise amount by which the circuit is pulling the

frequency of oscillation away from the (series)

mechanical resonant frequency of the quartz. It is still

very useful today, since it can be applied to computer

simulation as well. It provides much more insight and

precision than the standard lengthy time simulation.

An example of full-blown version of watch oscilla-

tor with very low power consumption is illustrated in

Fig. 2116. This circuit was fabricated in a bi-doped

polysilicon process: in order to minimize the thresh-

old voltage of both types of transistor, the polysilicon

gate layer was p-type for P-channel transistors, and n-type

for N-channel devices. Hence, a lateral diode appeared at

each transition inside the polysilicon layer (normally, it

had to be short-circuited). The first application of this

diode was proposed by Henri Oguey: he used its large

leakage current to maintain some logic states in dynamic

circuits, in a scheme called resistance-CMOS circuits17. In

this oscillator, they were used either as floating diodes, or

to replace high-value resistors, by using quads of diodes

to obtain symmetrical voltage-current characteristics. As a

result, no real resistor was needed, and the total current

drain was less than 100nA at 32kHz, almost constant for

a supply voltage ranging from 0.8 to 3 volts. The regula-

tor itself consumed only 5% of this current. 

In 1975, I started the first course on integrated cir-

cuit design at EPFL in Lausanne. I specially empha-

Fig. 19: Model of the MOS transistor in weak inversion. UT
= kT/q , n is the slope factor and VTO is a bias-independ-
ent threshold voltage.

Fig. 20: Splitting of a quartz oscillator for precise simula-
tion of amplitude and frequency.  Stable oscillation is
obtained for Zc(1)= Zm

[15].

Fig. 21: Full circuit of a quartz oscillator. The regulator has
been separated from the core of the oscillator, with an
amplifier added to drive the frequency divider.
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sized low-power devices and circuits, thereby initiat-

ing a culture that has been pursued and expanded by

several of my students.  CEH had introduced a multi-

circuit chip program (a precursor of multi-project

wafers) that was running every three months, so my

students could design small circuits and measure

them after integration.

Besides the small pilot line of CEH, low-voltage

CMOS circuits were produced by Faselec AG in

Zurich, and by EM Microelectronic Marin SA, close to

Neuchâtel.  

Further Developments in Low-Power CMOS Devices
and Circuits
The work on most basic circuits for the watch was ter-

minated around 1977, but an important step still had

to be made: the watch microprocessor. I must confess

that, as the head of CEH circuit design activities, I was

not convinced of the real need for such a develop-

ment. But a workgroup was created, including part-

ners from EPFL, from the University of Neuchâtel and

from the watch industry. This group, led by my young

collaborators Christian Piguet and Jean-Felix Perotto,

started working on the idea of long instructions, to

minimize the rate of memory access. This was the

beginning of an original series of low-power micro-

processors especially designed for watches (see the

article by C. Piguet in this issue). The flexibility

offered by the approach soon rendered it essential,

and nowadays all electronic watches include a special

microprocessor. 

The watch also needed some auxiliary circuits.

Among them was a circuit detecting the end of the

battery life. Based on a voltage measurement, it

required a precise voltage reference on the CMOS

chip. We developed our first band gap reference by

combining the base-emitter voltage of the vertical BJT

available in CMOS with a PTAT voltage produced by

MOS transistors in weak inversion18. Another refer-

ence imagined by Oguey was again exploiting the bi-

doped poly process. It was using the voltage differ-

ence of about one band gap between the threshold

voltage of two N-channel transistors with opposite

types of gate doping19.

At that time, our low-power CMOS circuit research

had been extended much beyond traditional watch

circuits, this for two main reasons. One was the need

to serve customers outside the watch industry. The

other was our dream to introduce many other func-

tions in the watch. Our reasoning was that since the

watch occupies a unique position on its owner’s arm,

it could and should provide several useful functions

or services. Many possibilities were proposed: calcu-

lator, electronic money, electronic key, communica-

tion device, electronic compass, altimeter, personal

data storage, and physiological check of the wearer.

Even though some of these additional functions have

later been introduced in special watches (including a

GPS receiver that was not yet conceivable in the mid-

seventies), this dream of a multifunctional watch

never came to reality. The main technical reason is

the difficulty to manually enter information in a small

device such as a watch. Not that we did not try: a

variety of input devices were developed and tested,

essentially based on capacitive sensors implemented

on the watch glass. Another reason is that a watch is

considered a piece of jewellery rather than a techni-

cal device (unlike today’s portable phones).

We were given a lot of freedom to explore a wide

variety of low-power building blocks. In this frame-

work, our colleague Henri Oguey proved to be par-

ticularly creative: his 26 notebooks are a mine of

novel ideas, most of them unpublished or even not

tested. A good  example is the switched current mir-

ror that he imagined in 1977 (Fig. 22). The explana-

tion in French in this figure can be translated into

“obtain the same effect as with two perfectly identical

transistors”. For some obscure reason, we did not

apply for a patent, but I was excited by the idea and

I made a test circuit in one of our multi-circuit chips.

This circuit remained unmeasured (lack of time?) till

the mid-80’s, when I gave it to my student George

Wegmann, as a starting point for his Ph. D. thesis.

George made an excellent work, integrating an opti-

mized version, and proving by extensive measure-

ments that such a mirror could reach a precision as

good a 0.1%20. At the end of 1988, he was ready to

publish his results when Daubert et al. published the

principle that they named a current copier21. 

Discussions with Henri Oguey were also at the ori-

gin of a new scheme for accurate compensation of

offset in amplifiers22. In this scheme, an offset com-

pensation voltage is stored, not at the main input of

the amplifier, but at an auxiliary input of lower sensi-

tivity. The effect of charge injection can thereby be

reduced by a large factor.

After the idea of switched capacitor (SC) circuits

was first published in 197723, we applied it to very

low-power circuits. My first realization was a quasi-

sinusoidal SC oscillator, intended as a VCO for a track-

ing filter, and consuming less than 50nA24. As I can

Fig. 22: Excerpt of Oguey’s notebook dated May 1977.
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remember, the framework was the search for a possi-

ble watch-to-watch communication, using a very nar-

row bandwidth to minimize power. We later devel-

oped several versions of low-power SC circuits, in

collaboration with EPFL25, 26. I demonstrated that

operational amplifiers with low output impedance

should be replaced by OTA’s in order to minimize

noise27. By operating the transistors in weak inver-

sion, their intrinsic voltage gain was maximum, so

that more than 100dB of gain could be obtained in a

single cascoded stage (although a cascode is indeed a

very special 2-stage configuration). Hence no phase

compensation was needed and the architecture of the

OTA was very simple.  But slew rate limitations were

aggravated by the low bias current level, and we had

to develop some schemes for class AB operation28.

The principle of one of our new schemes is illustrat-

ed in Fig. 2329. The tail current of the input differen-

tial pair is increased proportionally to the difference

of its two output currents. For a proportionality factor

D≥1, the differential transconductance increases with

the input voltage, instead of decreasing to zero as in

a normal differential pair (D=0).

At low supply voltage, the problem of charge injec-

tion by switches (also called clock feedthrough) was

particularly serious. In order to be able to reduce it by

a compensation technique, I carried out the first

detailed analysis of this important problem. This

analysis, based on an equivalent circuit, was original-

ly only presented at a course in Leuven 27 (and also

published in an obscure journal). It was later con-

firmed by other authors30, and by detailed measure-

ments in the framework of our work on switched mir-

rors at EPFL31.

Latch-up was an important problem in the early

time of CMOS. We discovered it accidentally, before it

had been reported in the literature. My colleague Jean

Hermann was developing a new type of quartz res-

onator, and he wanted to carry out long-term meas-

urements inside an oven. For this purpose, I gave him

one of my recently developed oscillator chips, pow-

ered by a big 10Ah battery. After a few days, he called

me: the oscillator had stopped and the battery was

empty. I took the system back to my lab and meas-

ured it with a new battery; it was working perfectly,

so I send it back to him. This cycle was repeated sev-

eral times. While I was once more measuring the cir-

cuit, the current suddenly jumped by 4 orders of mag-

nitude when I switched on my big oscilloscope. It

returned to its microampere level after switching off

and on the supply voltage. Although we had stopped

designing bipolar circuits, I had always kept an inter-

est in the BJT. So I was quickly able to identify a

thyristor effect. A model made it easy to understand

what should be done to avoid the problem. Latch-up

could easily be eliminated in sub-microampere cir-

cuits, such as watch circuits: A minimum latch-up cur-

rent of about 1mA was guaranteed by applying ade-

quate layout rules, and a 2kΩ poly resistor was placed

in series with the 1.5V battery, limiting the maximum

current below this value.

My sustained interest for the BJT made me suggest

to operate a standard MOS transistor as a lateral BJT

(which looks obvious, at least a posteriori, given the

structural similarity of the two types of devices). After

negative results obtained by some collaborators, I was

not discouraged and decided to measure it myself. I

took care to consider it as a 5-terminal device (the 4

terminals of the MOS transistor in its well, and the

substrate), and it worked as expected. My first appli-

cation was a multiple cascoded current mirror shown

in Fig. 24. The same devices could be operated as

MOS transistors or as lateral BJT’s, to demonstrate the

drastic improvement in precision. I also demonstrated

a band gap voltage reference and a low-noise ampli-

fier59. Figure 25 shows a later measurement of 1/f

noise, in which the decreasing gate voltage VG is com-

pensated by a more negative source voltage VS to

maintain the drain current ID constant (at 1μA). Oper-

ation is therefore progressively moved from MOS to

BJT, showing a dramatic reduction of flicker noise.

Weak inversion provides several advantages that

can be exploited in low-power circuits. But this mode

of operation also has some drawbacks, the most

important being the poor precision of current mirrors.

Hence, even in very low-power circuits, the various

Fig. 23: Principle of a class AB amplifier and transfer char-
acteristics in weak inversion.

Fig. 24: Multiple cascode current mirror. Each inner con-
centric device can be configured as a MOS transistor or as
a lateral BJT.
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transistors must usually be biased with various

degrees of inversion, depending on their function.

This is the reason why we needed a model covering

all levels of current, from weak to strong inversion. In

collaboration with Stefan Cserveny, Henri Oguey

developed a model called CEMOS that was an impor-

tant step towards our later EKV model. They intro-

duced the notion of control voltage (that became the

pinch-off voltage in EKV). They also emphasized the

symmetry of the transistor by expressing the drain

current as the difference of two values of the same

function, one calculated at the source, the other at the

drain (these two values became the forward and

reverse components of drain current in the EKV

model). The function itself was changing smoothly

from the exponential of weak inversion to the square

law of strong inversion, by means of a mathematical

interpolation.

In 1983, the CEH research laboratories were

merged into CSEM (a French acronym for Swiss Cen-

tre for Electronics and Microtechnology), a newly

founded organization partially supported by the Swiss

government. During its more than 20 years of exis-

tence, CEH had provided a very open research envi-

ronment with a lot of research freedom. The defini-

tion of most of the projects was sufficiently general to

allow the researchers to explore new ideas inside

wide domains. I like to compare this kind of explo-

ration with the exploration of unknown territories of

the World. We were exploring in particular the conti-

nent of very low-power circuits (we called them

micropower circuits), with no predefined milestones

(what are milestones in the exploration of a terra

incognita?). The cafeteria was always a place of

intense technical discussions and exchanges between

designers and process specialists. We were given the

time and the freedom to generalize our ideas and to

conceptualize them (a very important step to progress

in research). Of course, there were dead ends, but

they often could be transformed into new ideas appli-

cable elsewhere. The lack of computer resources

forced us to use analytical approaches, which give

much more insight than computed sets of numbers or

plots (the computer is of course an invaluable com-

plementary tool, but should not replace the analysis

as is does too often nowadays). Overall, this CEH

period was a fantastic adventure for all of us.

Low-Power Circuits at EPFL and CSEM
CSEM was more development-oriented, with well-

defined specifications to be reached in a well-defined

period of time. I moved more of my personal research

to EPFL in collaboration with my Ph.D. students.

A very imaginative student, François Krummenach-

er had independently solved the problem of sensitiv-

ity of SC circuits to parasitic capacitors during his

Diploma work. He later developed a low-power SC

filter approach with intrinsic double correlated sam-

pling to reduce the 1/f noise32, and his Ph.D. thesis

was about the optimisation of very low-power SC fil-

ters. As a first assistant, he later developed along the

years a multiplicity of novel low-power circuits,

including continuous-time filters33.

François also helped me supervise the Ph.D. project

of Christian Enz on high-precision CMOS micropower

amplifiers. It is in this framework that previous devel-

opments of a MOS model at CEH were pursued and

extended at EPFL. This new model was later called

EKV, after its first publication by the three of us34. At

this stage, the model was already including the

dynamic behaviour and the noise, but it still used the

mathematical interpolation from weak to strong inver-

sion proposed by Oguey and Cserveny. The model

was then extended year after year with the help of

several students, under the leadership of Christian

Enz, who had become professor. Christian also start-

ed an activity on low-power low-voltage RF CMOS

circuits. Transceivers were developed that could oper-

ate below 1V of supply voltage by biasing transistors

close to or in weak inversion35, 36. His team also

demonstrated new log domain filters based on the

exponential characteristics in weak inversion37 (see

the article by C. Enz in this issue).   

Although CSEM was more oriented towards devel-

opment and industrial projects, we kept several

advanced research projects, in particular in low-

power integrated circuits. Among them was a project

on analog VLSI inspired by biology. The underlying

idea was the following. It can be demonstrated that

analog remains more power efficient than digital for

carrying out tasks requiring no large signal-to-noise

ratio38, 39, 40. This is the case for tasks of perceptive

nature, like vision or audition. Instead, as our brain

does, they require a massively parallel system of

strongly interconnected cells to carry out collective

computation.

Thus, analog VLSI appeared best suited to imple-

ment, in particular, low-power image processing sys-

tems-on-chip (often called somewhat incorrectly “arti-

ficial retinas”). One important problem was (and still

is) the density of interconnections that is much lower

Fig. 25:  Flicker noise measurements (from Stephan Cser-
veny, unpublished).
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on-chip than in the brain. One solution is to imple-

ment connections to the neighbouring cells only. This

was possible for the motion detection chip shown in

Fig. 26, that we developed for a pointing device41.

This circuit was inspired from the rabbit’s eye, and

evaluates separately the vertical and horizontal

motion components of a pattern of dots.

For more general communication the solution was to

use the scheme called address-coding events (ACE)42.

According to this scheme, each cell produces very

short pulses (called events) that code their position on

a common parallel bus. The analog information is car-

ried by the frequency or by the phase of these events

(both of them being continuous values). Different

solutions may be used to deal with the possible colli-

sion of these asynchronous events. At EPFL, we

developed our particular scheme that simply elimi-

nates the results of collisions43. This scheme was

applied recently by CSEM to a remarkable analog

vision-sensor chip that computes at the pixel level the

contrast magnitude and direction of image features44.

For each pixel, this pair of analog values is transmit-

ted on two separate buses as the phase of ACE’s with

respect to a common clock signal. 

The whole project in bio-inspired analog VLSI was

also intended to force the exploration of totally novel

schemes by a kind of lateral thinking. One result was

the idea of Oliver Landolt to represent and compute

analog data by means of “place coding”45. This

approach should be explored further, since it combines

the advantages of digital and analog circuits: it allows

one to increase the computational accuracy (and the

immunity to many kinds of perturbations) of analog

data by increasing the number of hardware cells. 

Another by-product of bio-inspiration was the con-

cept of pseudo-resistors.  According to this concept,

illustrated by Fig. 27, any network of linear variable

resistors can be replaced by a network of MOS tran-

sistors in weak inversion if only currents are consid-

ered46. The value of the pseudo-resistor may be con-

trolled directly by the gate voltage of transistor T, or

by the current Ic in an associated control transistor Tc.

All transistors are in the same substrate, and all con-

trol transistors may share the same voltage Vref. If a

node (e.g. node B) is grounded in the resistive net-

work, it corresponds to a saturated transistor in the

pseudo-resistive network (side B of T saturated),

according to the concept of pseudo-ground.   

This linearity with respect to currents can be traced

back to the fact that diffusion (which is the sole cause

of channel current in weak inversion) is a linear

process. But the principle is also applicable if the

transistors leave weak inversion (the current is then

no longer carried only by diffusion), provided all of

them share the same gate voltage, as was first demon-

strated by Bult and Geelen in 199247. I formalized the

concept in 199748 while describing a number of pos-

sible applications. I am still fascinated by this proper-

ty of current linearity that was identified only 30 years

after the MOS transistor was first used. This property

is linked to the fundamental symmetry of the transis-

tor, as expressed by the EKV model. In weak inver-

sion, this symmetry is only progressively affected

when the channel is shortened, whereas structural

non-homogeneities along the channel also affect it in

moderate and strong inversion49. But this functional

symmetry is otherwise always independent of the

shape of the channel. 

Low-Power, Low-Voltage Today
All of the essential CMOS watch building blocks that

have been developed in the past have been adapted

to more recent fabrication processes, and they are still

used in modern Swiss watches. They include the

oscillator, the frequency divider and the digital tuning

with an on-chip E2PROM. The experience on low-

power quartz oscillator circuits is directly applicable

to MEM resonators that have the same equivalent cir-

Fig. 26: Layout of a motion detection chip for pointing
devices.

Fig. 27: Equivalent linear networks with respect to current.
(a) Resistor R between nodes A and B of a network of vari-
able resistors. (b) Corresponding pseudo-resistor T in
weak inversion.
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cuit. Special microprocessors have evolved with the

increasing complexity of the watch and are present in

all modern electronic watches. Special devices such

as the bipolar-operated MOS or the lateral diode

inside the polysilicon layer are available today in all

or some modern sub-micron processes, but they must

be characterized before being used.

The modern version of the EKV transistor model is

fully charge-based and continuous from weak to

strong inversion. It includes second order effects relat-

ed to submicron processes and is applicable to RF IC

design as well as to very low power50. Although it has

lost the race against the PSP model51 to become the

new standard, it is implemented in many CAD tools52.

Based on the physical mechanisms underlying the

transistor behaviour, it only requires a limited number

of parameters that can be predicted from the process,

and it maintains the symmetry inherent to the device

(which is very useful, if not absolutely necessary, to

understand and analyse some analog circuits). It pro-

vides a very precise “gm/I”(transconductance-to-cur-

rent ratio as a function of the normalized saturation

current) relationship that is a very useful tool for opti-

mum analog design.  It is also coherent from its sim-

plest form that can be used in understanding and

teaching circuits, to its most detailed form applicable

in CAD tools.   

At the beginning of the 90’s, the World has awok-

en to low power. First because of the increasing

importance of portable devices, but also to limit on-

chip heat generation and to reduce the cost of power

supplies in computers. Indeed, power consumption

has been moved high in the list of chip specifications

(from which it was previously often simply absent).

Moreover, with modern submicron processes, the

maximum voltage must be limited to limit electric

fields. Hence, low-voltage has also become very

important nowadays. Circuit techniques developed

along the years for low power and low voltage have

therefore gained more importance.  

For analog subcircuits, a voltage reduction does not

help reducing their power consumption40. Worse, and

especially below 1V, it tends to increase the minimum

power needed to achieve a given speed and a given

signal-to-noise ratio. One reason for this is the reduc-

tion of maximum voltage amplitude due to the drain

to source saturation voltage VDSsat of MOS transistors.

The amount of channel inversion must therefore be

reduced to reduce VDSsat, which reaches its minimum

in weak inversion. As a consequence, in any analog

circuit operated below 0.5V, transistors must be

biased close to or in weak inversion. This connection

of weak inversion with low voltage is more funda-

mental than that with low current (since transistors

can in principle remain in strong inversion even at a

very low-current if their length-to-width ratio is

increased). The special characteristics in weak inver-

sion permit a variety of low-power, low-voltage ana-

log circuits, including translinear loops, log domain

filters and analog processors exploiting the concept of

pseudo-resistors53. A recent experimental application

of the latter is the on-line minimization of the total

energy spent by a multiprocessor system-on-chip to

execute a set of related tasks54.

The idea of single-clock digital circuits has been

rediscovered after 25 years for application to very

high-speed circuits55. For digital circuits, power can

be reduced by reducing the supply voltage, thereby

reducing the energy per transition. The resulting

reduction in speed can be compensated by using a

smaller feature size and/or by resorting to parallelism56.

But to maintain a sufficient gate voltage overhead (in

order to maintain high speed), the threshold voltage

must be reduced. As a result, at zero gate voltage the

transistor is no more completely blocked since some

non-negligible weak inversion current remains. Often

called “DC leakage current”, this residual off-state cur-

rent tends to become an important part of the total

power consumption. During its first 30 years of exis-

tence, the MOS transistor could be considered as an

ideal on-off switch, and CMOS logic was only con-

suming energy during transitions. The power con-

sumption of idling gates was negligible, thus their

percentage did not affect power consumption. 

Nowadays, the MOS transistor must be looked at as

a voltage-controlled current modulator, with a limited

on/off current ratio. Since the maximum speed is

proportional to the on-current, the off-current and the

resulting DC power consumption becomes propor-

tional to the required speed. But this DC power con-

sumed by a gate is also proportional to the idling time

of this gate. It can therefore be reduced by increasing

the duty factor � � 1 of the gates, defined as the ratio

between their effective switching frequency f and its

maximum possible value fmax.

Now, for a given supply voltage (hence a given

gate voltage swing), the maximum on/off current ratio

is obtained in weak inversion. Thus, as I have shown

in a recent analysis57, CMOS logic circuits in weak

inversion can be optimized to reach the ultimate min-

imum of power P for a given switching frequency and

with a given process. This minimum is shown in Fig.

28 together with the corresponding optimum supply

voltage VB. The maximum possible frequency fmax can

be selected by adjusting the off current according to

the model of Fig. 19, by means of the source-substrate

voltage VS. The minimum power depends on the

process via the total load capacitance C of the gate

(including interconnections). It splits into a dynamic

component and a static component.

Compared with 1 Volt operation (for which the stat-

ic power would be negligible), a power reduction by

more than 50 would be possible if a duty factor � =1

could be ensured. But this is only possible with 3-stage
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ring oscillators (that are not very useful circuits). For a

more realistic value � =1/100, the reduction can still be

more than a factor 10, with a maximum possible switch-

ing frequency of about 3MHz for a 0.18 micron process

(which would reach 500MHz for �=1).

This ultimate limit assumes that the off-currents of p- and

n-channel transistors are adjusted to the same value (by

adjusting the source-substrate voltage, which requires a

true twin well process). It might not be reached in practice

due to several side effects like mismatch or drain induced

barrier lowering. The new century has seen the emergence

of a new interest for weak inversion logic (now called sub-

threshold logic) with the realization of digital sub-systems

operating at a clock frequency of a few kHz and a supply

voltage of just a few hundred millivolts58 (see article by J.

Kwong and A. Chandrakasan in this issue). There is no

doubt that further research in this direction (and further

process scaling) will permit an increase in system speed.

But, at ambient temperature, it will never be possible to

decrease the supply voltage much lower (the absolute min-

imum for regenerative logic being 2ln(n+1)•UT). It is inter-

esting to point out that these voltage levels are comparable

to that of the action potential in the brain. 

The human brain is a fantastic computing machine.

With its 1011 neurons (or 1012 cells if we include the sup-

porting glial cells), it consumes about the same power

as a fast modern microprocessor. But its processing

power is immensely larger. It must therefore use much

more energy efficient computation strategies.  Some of

them are known. A massive parallelism compensates for

the much lower speed of each neuron (maximum firing

rate of about 2kHz). But it also makes possible the spa-

tio-temporal representation and processing of informa-

tion, by means of arrays of cells organized in maps. The

system may be seen as digital, since it uses short pulses

of fixed shape and amplitude (called the action poten-

tial) to carry the signal. But it is essentially analog since

the information is carried by the frequency and by the

phase of these pulses. Its program and data memory is

distributed and is stored in the pattern of interconnec-

tions and in their variable strengths (synaptic weights).

Its learning capability has inspired the approach of arti-

ficial neural networks (with interesting but limited

results, due probably to an inadequate adaptation to the

silicon environment). But what is known today is cer-

tainly a very small part of all the unusual schemes

exploited by the brain, and new ones are being uncov-

ered by very active teams of neurophysiologists. 

Reducing the power consumption of processing chips

while increasing their complexity will be possible by fur-

ther developing traditional techniques, at all levels from

process to software. But there will be limits, beyond

which totally new approaches will be needed. Why not

then try to borrow some of the schemes used by the

brain, thereby harvesting the results of half a billion

years of evolution? Undoubtedly, these schemes will

have to be cleverly adapted to the constraints and pos-

sibilities of the silicon environment. But this adaptation

will only be possible if a sufficient number of open-

minded deciders in the industry and in universities

organize a close collaboration of their most inventive cir-

cuit designers with the community of brain researchers. 
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